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Abstract

We analyze the Fourier method for treating time-harmonic Maxwell's equations in three-dimensional axisym-
metric domains with non-axisymmetric data The Fourier method reduces the three-dimensional boundary value
problem to a system of decoupled two-dimensional boundary value problems on the plane meridian domain of
the axisymmetric domain The reduction process is fully described and suitable weighted spaces are introduced
on the meridian domain to characterize the two-dimensional solutions In particular, existence and uniqueness
of solutions of the two-dimensional problems is proved and a priori estimates for the solutions are given

1 Introduction

Let Ω be an open bounded set in R3 with boundary Γ and let the vector functions E(x, i) =
(έι(χ,ί))Ε2(χ,ί),Ε3(χ,ί))ί and B(x,i) = (Bl(x,t),B2(xlt),B3(^t))t, (χ,ί) € Ω χ [Ο,οο) denote
respectively the electric and magnetic field intensities in Ω. For a given current density J(x, i) =
(Ji(x,i), Λ(χ,ί), Js(x, t))*, the Maxwell's equations describe the electric and magnetic fields in Ω
as follows (cf. [5, 13]):

9E
-— - + curlB = J in Ω χ R+, (1.1)

Ctl·

-HcurlE = 0 in Ω χ R+) (1.2)
C/ L·

where

curlE ·=
8x2 dxz ' dxz dx\ ' dx\ 8x2 '

We have set for simplicity the usual material constants (electric permittivity and magnetic perme-
ability) involve in equations (1.1) and (1.2) for homogeneous and isotropic material equal unity.
This has no mathematical consequence. Equations (1.1) and (1.2) are normally associated with
initial and boundary conditions which we state as follows:

E(x,0) = Eo(x), χ € Ω ,

B(x,0) = B0(x), χ € Ω ,

E(x, ΐ) Λ ή f, = 0, ie[0,oo), (1.3)

B(x,i)-n| f = 0, ί€[0 ,οο),

where EQ and BO are given electric and magnetic fields in the medium at time t = 0. ή = (hi,n<2, 77,3)*
is the unit outward normal on f, and ΕΛή and Β·ή denotes respectively the vector and dot product.

Problems related to (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) have been investigated by many authors (cf. [5, 6, 13]).
Several numerical procedures have also been proposed and analyzed (cf. [7, 11, 12. 17]. In [16]
Maxwell's equations are considered with absorbing boundary conditions, this has application to
magnetotellurics .

The major assumptions in this paper can be formulated as follows:
Assumption 1.1: (ι) We assume that the solution {Ε, Β} of the initial boundary value problem
(1.1) — (1.3) is time-harmonic in the sense that it can be represented in the form

E(x,i) = Re[u(x)exp(zu;)], B(x,i) = Re[w(x)exp(iw)], (1.4)



where ω Φ Ο is a given real constant. It is called the pulsation of the electromagnetic field {Ε, B},
and ω/1π its frequency. The vector functions ύ and w are complex valued.
(n) The domain Ω is assumed to be symmetric with respect to one of the coordinate axis.

Obviously, assumption (1.4) represents the most natural behaviour of wave propagation. Substi-
tuting (1.4) in (1.1), we see that the current density J must have the form

j(x, i) = Re[f (x)exp(io;)]. (1.5)

On the other hand, if the current density is given in the form (1.5), then the electromagnetic field
{E,B} from (1.1) and (1.2) will be of the form (1.4) (cf. [5]). Substituting (1.4) in (1.1) - (1.3) we
see that the quantity {u, w} is the solution of the following boundary value problem:

-t-curlw = f in Ω, (1.6)

4- curlu = 0 in Ω, (1-7)

ύ(χ)Λή = 0 on f, (1.8)

w(x) · ή = 0 on f.

We can eliminate the magnetic field from the system (1.6) — (1.8) by taking curl of (1.7) and taking
into account (1.6). This leads us to the following problem:

—ω2ύ + curl curlu = — ιωί in Ω, (1.9)

ύ(χ)Λή = 0 on f. (1.10)

For solvability of the system (1.9), (1.10) we need to assume that the constant ω1 is not an eigenvalue
of the operator curlcurl. We note that the eigenvalues of the operator curlcurl, i.e. the set of
numbers which satisfies the equation curl curlu — ru = 0 is infinite and consists of distinct positive
real numbers TJ (j? = 1,2, · · ·).

There are many real life problems which involve the solution of the Maxwell's equations in ax-
isymmetric domains. One can think, for example, of the wave cavities, loaded cavities and wave
guides (cf. [6. 10, 13]). Also, in magnetotellurics, when considering electromagnetic waves within
the interior of the earth (cf. [16, 17]). Here the computational domain is usually limited by in-
troducing an artificial boundary with absorbing boundary conditions. One could without loss of
generality assume that the restricted domain is axisymmetric. It is therefore still worthwhile to con-
sider and analyze methods which may simplify the solution process of the purely three-dimensional
problem. It has been shown (cf. [9, 14, 15]) for the Poisson and Lame equations in axisymmetric
domains that the application of the Fourier-finite-element method for the approximation of the so-
lution is advantageous. The application of the Fourier-finite-element method for the approximation
of the solution of the Maxwell's equations was considered in [11].

Our main concern in this paper is with the mathematical framework for the partial Fourier
decomposition of the three-dimensional system (1.9), (1.10). This paper is organized in the following
way. In Section 2 we introduce the functional spaces along with the variational formulations of the
problem in Cartesian and cylindrical co-ordinates. In Section 3, the partial Fourier analysis is
discussed and corresponding weighted Sobolev spaces are introduced on the plane meridian domain
Ωα of the three-dimensional axisymmetric domain Ω. In Section 4, the dimension reduction of the
three-dimensional problem as well as the associated system of two-dimensional variational equations
are studied. In particular, the question of existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence of the
solutions of the two-dimensional system on the Fourier coefficients of the given function of the right
hand side f is answered.

2 The variational formulation of the boundary value problem

Let Ω be an open bounded set in R3 with Lipschitz boundary Γ. Let (Χ\,ΧΊ.ΧΖ) be the Cartesian
co-ordintes of the point χ € R3. Suppose that the domain Ω is axisymmetric with respect to the



is. That is, we assume that the set Ω \ ΓΟ is obtain by rotation of a bounded plane meridian
domain Ωα about the xa-axis, where ΓΟ is part of the xa-axis contained in Ω. Let 5Ωα denote the
boundary of Ωα and Γα := ΟΩα\ΓQ. Suppose further that Γα and ΓΟ form right angles at the points
PI = Γα Π ΓΟ ̂  = 1,2) and that Γα is straight line in some neighbourhood of P% (ι = 1, 2), see
Figure. Thus, conical points on the boundary of Ω are excluded.

Figure

Let Wf (Ω) (k = 0,1,2 · · ·; W$ = L2) denote the usual Sobolev spaces with the canonical norms
· For the solution of the problem (1.9), (1.10) we introduce the spaces (cf. [6, 12, 19, 20])

H(aiv, Ω)

H(divO, Ω)

#(curl, Ω)

#o(curl, Ω)

= {ν € (£2(Ω))3 : divv € (£2(Ω))3}

= {ν e (L2(&)f : divv = 0 in Ω}

= {ν 6 (£2(Ω))3 = curlv € (£2(Ω))3}

= {ν e #(curl, Ω) : v A n f = 0},

ι/2

ι | ν | Ι#ο(αΐΓΐ,Ω)

The following generalized Green's formula on if (curl, Ω) will be useful (cf. [6, 18]).

(curlu, v) — (u, curlv) = (ή Λ ύ, ν) ρ for any ύ, ν 6 if (curl, Ω).

(2.1)

(2-2)

(2-3)

It is well known (cf. [6]) that the trace ή Λ ύ of ύ € Η (curl, Ω) belongs to the Sobolev space

(W% (Γ))3. Hence, the boundary integral (η Λ ύ, ν)Γ is to be understood as the duality pairing

between (W2 (Γ))3 and (W2 (f))3, see for example [18, 21] for more details. As usual (·,·)
denotes the scalar product in L2. To obtain the weak formulation of the boundary value problem
(1.9), (1.10) we multiply equation (1.9) by v € Η (curl, Ω) (here v is the conjugate complex of v) and
integrate over Ω, taking into account relation (2.3) and the boundary condition (1.10). Assuming
f 6 (Ι/2(Ω))3, we are led to the problem: Find ύ € f/o(curl, Ω) such that

S(v, v) = /(v) for any v € £To(curl, Ω).

The sesquilinear form δ(·, ·) and the linear form /(·) are defined by

6(v.v) := (curlu,curlv) — ω2(ύ,ν), /(v) := —iw(f,v).

(2.4)

(2.5)



The question of existence and uniqueness of solution of the Maxwell's system (1.1) — (1.3) has been
investigated by many authors (cf [1, 6, 12, 13, 16, 19, 20]). The following theorem holds.
Theorem 2.1 (cf [1, 13, 17]): Let Ω be an open bounded subset of R3 with Lipschitz boundary.
Suppose that ω2 ^ TJ (j = 1,2, · · ·), where τ3 are the eigenvalues of the operator curlcurl. Then
there exists a unique solution ύ € HQ(CUU, Ω) of the boundary value problem (2.4). Moreover, the
following a priori estimate holds

Let τ,φ,ζ denote the cylindrical co-ordinates (x\ — rcosip, x% = rsin</?, £3 = z). The one-to-
one mapping transforms the set Ω \ ΓΟ in Cartesian co-ordinates to the set Ω := Ωα χ (— ττ,ττ] in
cylindrical co-ordinates with ( r , z ) 6 Ωα and φ e (— π,ττ]. Similarly, the map f — > Γ0 χ (— π, ττ] is
defined. Consequently, functions ή(χ), χ € Ώ \ Γ ο are transformed uniquely into functions u(r, φ, ζ)
on Ω by

u(r,(f>,z) := u(rcos(f>,rsm<p,z). (2.6)

Similarly, for each vector field ύ(χ) = (·ώι(χ),·ΰ2(χ),ώ(χ))ί, χ e Ω \ ΓΟ, some vector field u =
(ur(r, φ, ζ), υ.φ(τ, φ, z),uz(r, φ, ζ))* is uniquely defined on Ω by

ur := ui cos φ + u-2 sin φ, ηφ := —HI sin φ + u<z cos φ, uz := u^. (2-7)

The vector curlu is transformed into curlu in cylindrical co-ordinates, where

. flduz θιΐφ dur duz ld(ru<a) θητ\ . ΟΛ

curlu = - - 5 --- ^Γ^^ --- Λ ~ » -- Λ ^ ~ " Λ ^ (2·8)V r αφ σ ζ σζ or r or οφ J

Hence, by (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) mappings of the form £ 2(Ω\Γ 0) -» -^ι/2(Ω), Hl(U\TQ} -» ν(Ω),

£Γ(άίν,Ω\Γ 0) -* ν7(άίν,Ω) and #(curl, Ω \ Γ0) -̂  W (curl, Ω) are defined, where Χ?/2(Ω) and

W(curl, Ω) are spaces of periodic functions defined by

Ζ/2(Ω) := | ν = v(r, φ,ζ): Ι \ν^ώτάψάζ < οο, 2ττ — periodic with respect to φ \ ,
*> S 2

(2.9)

, Ω) := {ν = (vr, νφ, νζ}
τ € (^(Ω))3 : divv = 0 in Ω},

:= {ν = (vr,vv,vzf Ε (^(Ω))3 : curlv e (^(Ω)

Wo (curl, Ω) := jv 6 W(curl, Ω) : vznr — vrnz, υψ = 0 on Γ|.

The norms in these spaces are obtained from the norms in (2.2), through the transformation (2.6),
(2.7) and (2.8) and are given by

2 , (2.10)

for ν



The variational formulation of the boundary value problem (1.9), (1.10) in cylindrical co-ordinates
is as follows: Find u € Wo(curl, Ω) such that

6(u, v) = /(v) for any ν € W0(curl, Ω), (2.11)

where

6(u, v) := (curlu. curlv I „ — (ω u, v ) „ ,
^ 7 V 'Χ°/2(Ω) V /Χ°/ 2(Ω)'

/(ν) : = - ν , (2.12)

where (·, ·)χο ^ is the scalar product in Χ°,2(Ω) which induces the norm || · ||̂ .0 ,Ώγ

Remark 2.1: Since the map Η (curl, Ω) — > W(curl, Ω) is an isomorphism, the question of existence
and uniqueness of solution of the variational problem (2.11) is answered by Theorem 2.1.

3 Partial Fourier analysis

The system of trigonometric functions

{l,sin<^, cos φ, · · · , shiny, cosny, · · ·} (3-1)

is orthogonal and complete in LZ(—K, π). Any 27r-periodic function w = w((p), w G L^—it, π) can be
represented by a converging Fourier series with respect to the system (3.1). Let v(r, φ, ζ) € JTj /2(Ω),

then v is 27T-periodic with respect to φ and rl^v is square integrable on Ω = Ωα χ (— ττ, π}. It
follows from Fubini's theorem that v is square integrable on (— ττ, π) with respect to φ for almost
all ( r , z ) € Ωα. Consequently, υ G Χ^/2(Ω) can be represented by a converging Fourier series in

£"ζ(—π} π) with its Fourier coefficients defined almost everywhere in Ωα. Hence, for the components
ur, ηφ, uz of u 6 W(curl, Ω) we can define the series

oo

ιιφ(τ,φ,ζ) = ^(ufpn(r>z}(-s™nip)+u^n(r,z)cosnipj, (3.2)
n=Q

oo

ώ/l ν

,α _ n
'ίΟ — υ>

'ωΟ = 0)

'—π

1 Λ
β /

ίη 7Γ 7-7Γ

1 /'7Γ

n=Q

with the symmetric and antisymmetric Fourier coefficients defined by (use Ν := {1, 2, 3. · · ·})

1 Γπ Ι
~ s — (τ,φ,ζ}ζοξ,ηφ<1φ, η e Ν.

, t = r:z: η e N.

, η € N, (3.3)
Ι ι-π

- / wv(r' Ί°> ζ) Μβηφάφ, η € N.
π -7Γ π 7-π

Similarly, the components of curlu can be represented by converging Fourier series of the form
(3.2). We have

\duz Οη dua

Q ~ f / n dus



+ -

dur duz

dz dr

(y^ti 1 / / ? /V.' "'ψ) υυ,γ

dr &φ

+

+ -

ndz Qor

+

° (r, z)zn\ ) y

Remark 3.1: In (3.4) we have made use of the relations

s/a s/a

cosniyj

(3.4)

— rm;n ( r , z ) ) ( — sin n<

— nua

rn (r, z)) cos ηφ >.

= nu ' t = r ζ

These relations can easily be proved, see also [15].

For the analysis of the coefficients u^ of u Ε W(curl, Ω) of the BVP (2.11) we need some
weighted Sobolev spaces on Ωα which are connected to the measure rdrdz. We have (cf. [14])

r

-^2(Ωα) := {w = w(r,z): I w\2drdz < oo},

(3.5)

Ε
• ' α ^ α

The spaces given above are not sufficient to characterize the Fourier coefficients of functions u
W(curl, Ω). We need spaces for vector functions on Ωα.
Definition 3.1: Let w = (w-[(r, z),W2(r, 2), 103(7··, 2))*. We define the sets

Va(Q,a) :=

Wa(Cla) :=

Τ/0

α(Ωα) := {w € να(Ωα) : w2 = 0,

Η/0

α(Ωα) := {w 6 Wa(tta) : W2 = 0,

r dr ' dz dr
(3.6)

= 0 on Γα},

= 0 on Γβ}.

The unit outward normal on Γα is denoted by (nr, nz). It is not difficult to see that the sets given in
Definition 3.1 are linear spaces. In these spaces we introduce the linear functionals || · || : 1/α(Ωσ) —>
ΤΪ , anH II . II · Wa(Q..\ —>. ΤΪ , hvR+ and || · || : Wa(tla] -> R+ by
Definition 3.2:

^

dw2\\2

dz

1/2

llwllwα(Ωα) :=

ία)



2

Χ(Ωα) dz dr

I 1/2
(3.7)

A direct verification shows that the above functionals are norms.
Lemma 3.1: The normed spaces να(Ωα) and \Υα(Ωα) are complete.

Proof: First we note that the space Va(£la) is the space of symmetric functions in W(curl, Ω).
Let {wn = (win(r,z},W2n(r,z),W3n(r,z))i}^=0 be a Cauchy sequence in Va(fla). We show that
{wn}^L0 is also a Cauchy sequence in W(curl, Ω) and therefore converges to a function w =
( w i ( r , z ) , W 2 ( r , z ) , W 3 ( r , z ) ) t € ΐ^(απΊ,Ω).
Let e > 0 be arbitrary and N(e) be such that ||wn — Wmll^/a/,-, \ < e/2?r for any n,m > Ν(e).

V (tl>a)

Then, using Fubini's and Lebesgue theorems we get the relations

— wr

-(W2n -

= 27r||wn - wr

dr

- Wim)

dz <9r

< e. (3.8)

From relation (3.8) it is evident that the sequence {wn}^_0 converges in να(Ωα) to the same limit
function w.
Similar arguments can be employed to show that the space Τ^α(Ωα) is complete. One starts from
a Cauchy sequence {wn}5£L0 in Wa(Qa} and construct a new sequence {vn}J£_0 in W(curl, Ω) as
follows:

The rest of the proof remains the same as above. ·

The following properties of the spaces να(Ω0) and Wa(Qa) can be proved, see for example [11].
Lemma 3.2: (z) The space ((Ι))(Ωα))3 of infinitely differentiable vector functions with compact
support in Ωα is dense in να(Ωα) and in Wa(Qa), respectively.
(M) The set {v e να(Ωα) : v = 0 on Γ0} is dense in Va(£la).
(m) The set {v e Ρ7α(Ωα) : v = 0 on Γ0} is dense in Wa(£la).
(iv) The trace map 74 : v —*· v\nz — vsnr\Ta,V2\ra. defined on ((£>)(Ωα))3 extends by continuity to
a continuous linear mapping from να(Ωα) and Wa(£la), respectively, into Σ,2(Γα).

Functions u 6 W(curl, Ω) can be characterized by means of their Fourier coefficients using gener-
alized completeness relationships. We have

Theorem 3.1: Let u e W(curl^) and let u£/a =
coefficients. Then the following relations hold (use t = r, ψ, ζ}.

L,s/a||2
Ι "ίΟ ΙΙΧ(Ω α ) •Hn

W(curl, Ω)

du^ dus

z

dz dr

~ 27r

71=1

+

(n e N0) denote its Fourier

(3.9)

+ d

dr Σ {IKII (3.10)

1 d(rue ) n

^rn < οο.

The symbol αχ means summation over s and α, respectively.



Proof: From the definition of u*n (η Ε NO) (cf. (3.3)) one obtains using Cauchy inequality the
relations

"1

\ur(r, φ,r , , ,
/7Γ J-TT

Multiply the relations in (3.11) by r, integrate over Ωα and apply Fubini's theorem to get

(3.11)

ΙΚηΙΐΙ(Ω0) < <
n € No-

Similar inequalities can be proved for u%n, u f n , un by analogy. Starting from the completeness
relation (use t = r, φ, ζ)

(3.12)
η=1

which holds for almost all (r, z) € Ω0, we get by multiplying (3.12) through by r (r > 0), integrating
over Ωα and using Fubini's and Lebesgue theorems the identity (3.9). The identity (3.10) is obtained
the same way by noting that the components of curlu belong to the space Χ°,2(Ω) and satisfy

relations of the form (3.12). ·

Lemma 3.3: Let u 6 Wo (curl, Ω) and let Un = (urn , %>η ι uzn )* (w € NO) denote its Fourier
coefficients. Then the following properties are satisfied.

(3.13)

From the completeness

ug, ug € V0
a(tta) and <, < e W0

α(Ωα), η e N.

Proof: From (3.3) we see that ug = (t4*0,0, u^0)* an<^ uo = (0>n£o>0
relation (3.10) and the definition of Va(£la} one derives the property UQ, ug e Fα(Ωα). The condition
Uz0nr — us

rQnz = Ο, ιΐφ0 = 0 on Γα follows from the boundary condition on u, see the definition

of Wo(curl^) (cf. (2.9)). Also, from (3.10) follows the relation n/rusJn - ^jfS l/rd(r^} -

n/ruJn e Χ(Ωα). The inequalities \l/rusJn-^^\ < \n/rusAa-^^\ and \l/rd(r^-l/ru^n] <

-l/rur'n € Χ(Ωα) (η € Ν). Consequently,
/

s/a

'

/

s/a

'

/ sa ι , , 1 / sa
-n/rur'n \ lead to l/ruz'n

from the definition of Wa^a) and the completeness relation (3.10) we get
condition on Γα follows from the condition on Γ = Γα χ (— ττ, ττ] for u. ·

ίΊΛ°(Ωα). The

4 The decomposition of the 3D BVP

In this section we prove that the 3D BVP (2.11) can be reduced to a system of decoupled 2D BVPs
on the meridian Ωα of Ω. Moreover, the 2D problems are well posed, in the sense that they are

uniquely solvable and the solutions depend continuously on the Fourier coefficients f» (n 6 NO)

Theorem 4.1: Let u, ν 6 Wo(curl, Ω) and f € (.Χ"°/2(Ω))3 be satisfied. Then the sesquilinear form

&(·, ·) and the linear functional /(·) from (2.12) have the following representation:

6(u,v) =

/(ν) =

71=1

(4.1)

(4.2)
n=l



where

s/a sM ._ _ 2, s/a s/a— <s ._ _ , s a sa ,̂  . f ^ s a ^ s a ^ S a U ,, vn ) .— ι <. ω {arn , αψη , uzn ) \urn , υψη , υζη ) τ ι. _ _
, αψη , uzn ) \urn , υψη , υζη ) τ ι ι*ζη , ,

' C/^ C/x- C/7

r\—sl& f\~s/d c^—slo, -, t-\f —SJo,
_ η s/a\ . f n /a _ dv^n dvA _ Ονζ'η Ι 3(τνφ'η η /αUrn V™ ' ' ] v™ drd., (4.3)

c^—slo, -, t-\f —SJo, ,
_ . _ _ Ονζ'η Ι 3(τνφ'η η

dr r r n r™ dz ' dz Or ' r Or ]

 r

ts/af s/a\ — _ f ( s/a s/a s/a\ . r-s/a ^s/a yS/a\t
in V v n / ·~ ίω I \arn ι u<pn ' uzn ) \urn ι υψη > wzn /

*/ 12^

(Note that ug = «ο,ΟΧο)4 and ug = (Ο,^,Ο)*)

Proof: Since u € Wo(curl, Ω) is satisfied, the components of the vector functions u and curlu belong
to -X"jy2 (Ω) . Consequently, these functions can be expressed in converging Fourier series of the form

(3.2) and (3.5), respectively. Replacing respectively in the sesquilinear and the linear forms (cf.
(2.12)) the trial and the test functions by their corresponding Fourier series and taking into account
Fubini's and Lebesgue theorems and relations of the form

«r U n ^ m U
/ cos ηφ cos πιφάφ = < π η = πι φ Ο / sin ηφ sin πιφάφ = < π

·'— τ ο™- „ — γ~ A J—π \ η_
I Z f / t lit /

fir

I sin ηφ cos πιφάφ = 0, η € NO
J—-π

2π n = m = 0 ~n 2π η = m = Ο

we obtain the identities (4.1) and (4.2). ·
Theorem 4.2: Let u e Wo(curl, Ω) be the solution of the variational problem (2.11) and let

u^ = (Urn,u^n ,«!„)* and u£ = (umiu<^niu'zn}t (n e NO) denote its Fourier coefficients. Then u^
and u^ satisfy the following two-dimensional variational equations.
Pinrl ll s _ (iis Π iis \t na _ (Γ\ ιια Π^ ί= 1/αίΌ ^ anrl ns _ <iis ois iis }t 11° _ ίι,α ιια i;a ^ί

* ma u0 — ̂ J.Q, u, u20J , u0 — (U, ηψΰ, Ό) fc V0 (M,a), ana un — (urn, ηφη, uzn) , un — (urn, ηψη, uzn)
^0

α(Ωα) (η € Ν) such that

60(uS,w) = /O

s (w) for any w 6 ^0

α(Ω0), (4.5)

6oK,w) = /O

a(w) for any w e 70

α(Ωα), (4.6)

6n«,w) = /»(w) for any w 6 ^0

α(Ω&), (η € Ν), (4.7)

&n«,w) = /«(w) for any w € ^0

α(Ωα), (η € Ν), (4.8)

where the sesquilinear forms bn(·,·) and the linear forms fn (·) are defined by (4.3) and (4.4),
respectively.

Proof: Let us consider the test functions v^. v^ € Wo (curl, Ω) defined as follows:

η Ε Ν. (4.9)

with (ωιίΓ,ζ),^'·,;?),^,*))* € ^0

α(Ωα).

Clearly, the functions v^°^ and v^-1 so defined belong to Wo (curl, Ω). Substituting for ν in relations
(4.1) and (4.2) by v(°) and v^) from (4.10), respectively, we obtain the identities (4.5) and (4.7).
On the other hand, to get the identities (4.6) and (4.8) we use the test functions

η 6 N.

with (wl(r,z},w2(r,z},w3(r.z})t € 1^0

α(Ωα).

in (4.1) and (4.2), respectively. ·



Subsequently we investigate the question of existence and uniqueness of the solutions of the two-
dimensional variational equations (4.5) —(4.8). First let us introduce the following matrix operators.

Ano :—

An2 :=

0

. 32

0

V drdz

0 \

0

, ,2 , η2

—Μ + ~^Σ Ι

ι °
Λ . η 9Άηι :— \ --QJ;

{ l_d_

η d
r dr

1 9
rdr
n d
r dz

0
n d
r dz

_l j9_
r dr

We define the differential operator Ln (n Ε NO) in (-£<2,ι/2(Ωα))3 by setting

where Ln : D(Ln) C (£2,1/2 (^a))3 — *

D(Lo) := VQ

a(tta); D(Ln] :=

))3 with domain of definition given by

η € Ν.

It follows from Lemma 3.2 that the sets D(Ln) (η Ε NO) are dense in (-£-2,ι/2(Ωα))3. The variational
equations (4.5) — (4.8) can be written in the classical sense in the form

in Ωα. (4.10)

Theorem 4.3: Let u e Wo(curl, Ω) be the solution of the three-dimensional variational problem

(2.11) with f 6 (Χ°/2(Ω))3 and let Un and in be respectively their Fourier coefficients. Then

Un (n € NO) are the unique solutions of the two-dimensional variational problems (4.5) — (4.8).

Moreover, α (η e NO) satisfy the a priori estimates

s/a
U0

2

 < us/a||2

ν0

β(Ωα) - U° ΙΙ(*(Ωβ))3

+

s/a
un

1 5(rM;

r 3r

2 < llu s/ e 2 + 1^ Un -p
Μ/α(Ωα) — 1 1 (Χ(Ώ ))3 !

+

1 d(ru\

dus/a
υίίψΟ

dz
S/ON
po J I I 2

Ι Ι ( Λ

2

(^(Ωβ

.Ωα))

))3

<c

d<oa ^οΊΐ2

5

f s/a
0

z dr ΙΙ(χ(Ωβ))3

(4.11)
(Χ(Ωα))

o s/a

|r^n d.

Ρθ°) η β/β

r dr r "rn

S ΙΙ(^(Ωβ)

2
<

3

:C

.-> s/a r, s/a „
dUrn OUzn I I 2

o1^ 9r Ιί(Χ(Ωα))3

f^/a 2 , n e N .
ίΑΊΏ \fi

The proof of Theorem 4.3 will be divided in the following three lemmas.
Lemma 4.1 (Uniqueness): The solutions of the variational equations (4.5) — (4.8) are unique.

Proof: To prove this statement we show that

Ker(Ln) := {vn Ε D(Ln) : Lnvn — 0} = {0} for any n € N0.

Suppose on the contrary that there is an n 6 NO and a function
vn = (vin(r, z},v-2n(r, z}. V3n(riz'))t Ε D(Ln) with vn έ̂ Ο and Lnvn = 0. Define the function

vH = (vr (r, ψ·, ζ), νψ (r. ψ, z ) , V z ( r , φ. ζ))* Ε Wo (curl. Ω) by setting

Λ ' = l l l i r , ( r 7\ 1inr.(r 7\ Olor./Τ V\\ jf n = Q ;

(4.12)

ν

γ (η> = (vin(r,z)shin(p,V2n(r.z)cosn(f>,V3n(r,z)smnp)t if η Ε Ν.
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The function v^™) from (4.12) satisfies the equation

curlcurh» - oA» = 0 in Ω. (4.13)

To see this we integrate (4.13) over Ω = Ωα χ (—ττ, π] and apply Pubini's theorem and the fact that
the Fourier coefficients of v^ are solutions of Lnvn = 0. This implies that ω2 is an eigenvalue of
the operator curlcurl in Wo (curl, Ω) which contradicts the assumption in Theorem 2.1. ·

For the analysis of the range R(Ln] of Ln we consider the adjoin operator L*n to Ln and its domain
£>(£*). Let us introduce the matrix operator

An2 :-

ν 1 θ
r dz

a2

0

ι a2

_2
r

_d_
Or

0

_ <92 _ _84

0

1 d ,
τ8ζ~*~

ϊ 0

2 9
r <9r

δ2

drdz

θ2

θΤ2"

\

y
Then the operator L*n : D(L^) C (£2,ι/2(Ωα))3 -> (£2,ι/2(Ωα))3 is given by

no — Anl + An2,L := Ano — A + A

where

D(I%) = {ν € 1/0

α(Ω) : ν = 0 on Γ0},

D(L*n] = {ν € Ή^(Ω) : ν = 0 on Γ 0 ,η<ΞΝ}.

It follows from Lemma 3.2 that the space D(LQ) is dense in νρα(Ωα) and the space D(L^) is dense
in WQ(^IO) (n € N). The adjoint problem to problem (4.10) is then given by

£*</α = #β in Ω0. (4.14)

We can now proceed to prove the existence of weak solutions of system (4.10).
Lemma 4.2(Existence result): The equations (4.10) are solvable.

Proof: We carry out the proof in the following two steps:
(i) We show that the range R(Ln) of Ln is dense in (£2,1/2(^0)·
(11) We show that R(Ln] is closed.

(i) Similar arguments like in the proof of Lemma 4.1 show that Ker(£*) = {0}. This implies that
R(Ln) is a dense subset of (-^2,1/2(^0)·
(M) To show that R(Ln) is closed we consider a Cauchy sequence {f^}^ in R(Ln) and show that
it converges in R(Ln).

Hence, let {fm}^i = { ( f i m ( r , z~), f2m(r, z), fsm(r, z))*}?^! be such a sequence. Then for each ι 6 N
there is a um = (uim(r,z),U'2ni(r,z],uzm(r.z)')i e D(Ln) such that

Lnum = fm in Ωα. (4.15)

By the a priori estimate (4.11) (to be proved in Lemma 4.3 below) the corresponding sequence
{Um}^i = {(uim(r)z),U2m(f',z),U3ni(r,z))t}^l is a Cauchy sequence in the complete set D(Ln)
and therefore converges to a function un = ( u i n ( r , z } , U 2 n ( r ) z ) , u z n ( f i Z ) ' ) t € D(Ln). Now let
Ln\Jn = fn, then we have

0 = lim Ln(um - un) = fm - fn
t— >oo

and that completes the proof. ·

Corollary 4.1: The operator Ln is closed in the sense that if um € D(Ln), um — >· un, Lnum — > fn,
then un e -D(Ln) and Lnun — » fn.

11



The a priori estimates (4.11) follow directly from the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3: There exists a constant C > 0, such that

IKIb(Ln) < <?ΙΐΑι"η||(ΐ,2ι1/2(Ωβ))3 for any un e D(Ln], (4.16)

where || · \\D(LO} = \\ · Ι α Ω and || · \\D(Ln) = || · ||^οΩ (η € Ν).

Proof: We prove by contradiction. Suppose that the inequality (4.16) is not true. Then we can
define a sequence {iim}™i = {(uim(r,z),uzm(r,z},uzni(r,z})t}%Ll of functions um € D(Ln] such
that

llum||D(Ln) = 1 for each % £ N,

Hin l|^um||(L2)1/2(na))3 = 0. (4.17)

Define a sequence {u^ } :̂ = {(η^\ΐ,ψ,ζ},η^\τ,ψ,ζ},η^\τ,φ,ζ}}*}^ι of functions u^ 6
Wo(curl, Ω) as follows:

for η = 0 : u^ = (iti0i(r·, z), u2ol(r, z), u3oi(r, z}}\

for η 6 Ν : ujn' = (uim(r, z) sin φ, uzm(r, z) cos ψ, u3m(r, z) sin φ}1. (4.18)

For each % € Ν there is an f t € (-Χ"°/2(Ω)) such that (cf. (2.11)) (For repeated reference will

define £ω)

L^ujn) := -ω^η} + cmlcunu^ =-ιωήη} in Ω, (4.19)

It follows from (4.17), the completeness relation (3.11) and relation (4.19) the following properties

/|-\·\

= 2ττ if η = 0.

= π if η £ Ν (4.20)

For the space (La(Ω)) the following orthogonal decomposition holds (cf [6])

(L2(^)) = gradi^o(^) ® -ff(divO, Ω).

In cylindrical co-ordinates this means

ΡΓι°/2(
Ω))3 = grady0(^) θ W(divO, Ω). (4.21)

It follows that each u" can be split in the form

u? = grad^(n) + tjn) (4.22)

with ψ\η} € V0(£l} and tt
n € W(divQ,tt). Substituting (4.22) in (4.19) we get

—w2grad^ — w2tj + curlcurlt^ = — i^Q in Ω, (4.23)

•01" = 0, r^ = 0. t*$nz — t%$nr = 0 on Γ.

Since grad^n^ e (Χ°/2(Ω)) , we can write (4.23) in the form

—u;2t, + curlcurlt. = —zwf, in Ω.ί ί ί '

1(7^,1 /~v Ύ~Ι

12



with a new right hand side fz := fz +zwgrad^z . Consequently, from Theorem 2.1 we conclude
that t™ e WQ (curl, Ω) Π W(divO, Ω). By the compactness theorem (cf. [19]) the sequence {t"}^
contains a subsequence {t"}^1 that converges in (.Χ"^/2(Ω)) .

On the other hand, if we apply the divergence operator to equation (4.23) we obtain the boundary
value problem

-wdivgrad-0i

(n) = -^divft

(n) in Ω, (4.24)

^(ra) = 0 on Γ,

where problem (4.24) is to be interpreted in the same sense as in [8]. It follows that

Since fz — > 0 as ι — > oo, it implies that grad^ — > 0.
Finally, it follows from the results obtained above that the sequence {u™}^ contains a subse-

quence {ufj^j that converges in (-Χ"°/2(Ω)) and such that the relation ||£ωιι) ||(χο /m\s — > 0

holds. Thus, the sequence {up}^1 is a Cauchy sequence in the complete space Wo (curl, Ω)
and therefore converges in the norm || · \\j*/· (curi cy\ to an element u^n' 6 Wo (curl, Ω). Since

Hi^u^Hpj-o (Ω))3 = lim^oo ||jf/u;Uj llp^o (Ω))3 = 0 we conclude that u^ = 0 which contradicts

the relation (4.20). ·
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